WHEN YOU’RE READY TO BUILD OR BUY

A Breath
of

Fresh
Air

Heat Recovery
Ventilators: What
they are, how they
work and why you
and your home
should have one.
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What Is a Heat Recovery
Ventilator?

In today’s tightly sealed and moistureprone homes, a build-up of stale air
and moisture can mean air quality
issues that cause problems for your
health and your house. The solution: a
heat recovery ventilator (HRV). These
systems remove stale indoor air and
replace it with warmed up outdoor
air. “New homes are all wrapped up
in plastic, so an HRV lets the house
breathe, even in the dead of winter, without having to let in the cold
through a cracked window,” says John
Novak, the owner of a heating and air
conditioning company in Richmond
Hill, Ontario.
Proper airflow in a house is so important that many building codes require the installation of mechanical
ventilation systems, such as HRVs, in
all new residential builds.
Price: $2,500 – $2,900,
including installation.
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How Heat Recovery
Ventilators Work

An HRV system is either connected to a
home’s existing forced air heating system,
or to a new, specially installed network of
air ducts and fans—one fan expels stale
indoor air to the outside, and a second
brings fresh outdoor air into the home. Why You Want One
Without mixing the air streams, a heat Depending on the model, HRVs can reexchange core transfers the warmth from cover up to 85 percent of the heat in an
the outgoing stream to the air in the in- outgoing air stream, making this an efficoming stream. This exchange reduces cient option to help warm your home, plus
the energy needed from your HVAC sys- also keep the air fresh.
tem to warm the incomCold, Hard Facts
ing air to a comfortable
There’s a myth that HRVs
indoor temperature.
can’t be used in colder
“A flat panel control
climates because frost
pad mounts on the wall,
buildup from the incommuch like a thermostat,
ing air will block flow.
and allows you to conThis may have once been
trol when the house extrue, but many models
changes or circulates air,
• Humidity
now come with a defrost
often through timers,”
feature that kicks in when
says Novak.
• Pollutants
a metering device in the
Typically, the HRV
intake pipe senses a drop
takes the stale air from
• Odors
in the outdoor temperathe areas with high lev• Bacteria
ture below a certain point
els of pollutants and
(such as 23 degrees Fahrmoisture
(bathrooms,
• Cigarette Smoke
enheit, or -5 Celsius), says
laundry room and kitchNovak. The defrost cycle
en) and vents fresh air
works by blocking the
(often through air regisincoming air stream and
ters) into the living areas
and bedrooms. This constant ventilation using the warm air from the house to melt
improves indoor air quality by removing any accumulated frost in the HRV.
moisture and cooking smells, says Novak.

What will
an HRV
remove?

A Year-Round Investment

Balancing Act

200 CFM TrueFRESH,
from $1,000
honeywell.com.

HRVs must draw in outdoor air at the
same airflow rate they exhaust indoor air.
An unbalanced system will result in poor
airflow, cold spots and air-pressure differences between the interior and exterior
of your house—in worst cases, drawing
carbon monoxide from fuel-burning appliances and fireplaces and bringing it
into your living space. If you think your
system is out of whack, contact an HVAC

Filters
should be
cleaned every
two to three
months.

Performance Series,
from $2,000,
carrier.com.
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Although the system does its hardest work in the winter, HRVs can—and
should—be used all year long. During the
warmer months, it will actually help keep
your house cool by taking the heat from
the fresh outdoor air and transferring it
to the outgoing stream. That way, fresh air
still comes into the home without bringing
in unwanted heat with it.

What’s an ERV?
An energy recovery ventilator (ERV)
works similarly to an HRV, but instead of
transferring just heat, it transfers moisture
as well, according to your home’s needs. If
you live in a cool, dry climate, an ERV recovers some of the moisture in your home
that would be lost with an HRV, by transferring it to the incoming exchange core
stream. And if you live in a hot, humid climate, it can keep unwanted moisture out
of the house by transferring it from the
incoming to the outgoing stream. This way,
your home’s moisture levels will be kept
under control. —Nikki Lockington
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Illustration by Kurt Latanville

150 CFM TrueFRESH,
from $1,000,
honeywell.com.

specialist, pronto. He’ll use a device called
an airflow meter to check for any problems, and, if he detects any, he’ll fix them.
Anything from a clogged filter, a blocked
exhaust hood or a malfunctioning fan can
create an unbalanced system.

HEAT RECOVERY VENTILATION SYSTEMS

MIKE HOLMES SAYS:
To use an HRV properly, you should be running it 24
hours a day. However, this isn’t the most energyefficient practice. It’s not smart to turn the

system off entirely, but you can put it on
a timer to run in 30-minute increments—in
other words, your HRV should run for 30 minutes and
then shut off for 30 minutes. That way, you’re going
to save energy but still have continuous fresh air.

[

]

A LOOK AT
THE SYSTEM
Warm air
enters
the HRV
system
here.

Fresh air is
distributed
through air
vent registers.
Cold air return registers bring
cold air to the furnace.

Illustration by Kurt Latanville

Stale indoor
air is expelled
to the outside.

Heat transfers from
the outgoing air to the
incoming air in the HRV’s
heat exchange core.

Fresh, outdoor
air is brought
into the house.
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